THAT PERFECT LOOK

All about the lock

ALL ABOUT THE LOCK

When it comes to securing a door it all comes down to THAT LOCK.

GET IT RIGHT

PTU ELECTRONIC SECURITY SOLUTIONS

protectu868@gmail.com
790-0942 / 681-1397 / 472-6680
FUNCTION SELECTION

Locks have many functions and so the knowledge of which to use is crucial.
- Entry
- Privacy
- Passage
- Storeroom

LOCK SELECTION

There are also many types of locks and the right one can give maximum protection.
- Tubular
- Mortise
- Rim lock
- Lock for sliding doors
- Locks for commercial use
- Weather resistant locks

LOCK INSTALLATION

The best lock with poor installation is the same as leaving your door open.

There is a specific technique that is required that we have mastered throughout the many years in this field.

It required precision, professionalism, knowledge and that particular know how to get that lock installed to get that perfect look.
GET IT RIGHT

If your lock was NOT installed properly, Don’t worry there is still hope. We have restored butchered doors and locks to its optimal function and appearance.

REKEY IT!!!

Do you have a heavy ring loaded with keys? Have you lost your keys? Is your lock working but you want a different key? Our rekey service is the answer.

Rekeying is the process where the inside of a lock is changed to work on the same key or a different key. This can simplify your key carrying experience tremendously. This service is not only for residential use but also for commercial, because rekeying gives you the ability to create levels of entry.